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Mike Davidson 
President BSHM

(2021-2023)

Letter from the President

BSHM |  DECEMBER 2021

Dear Members and Friends,

Firstly, I would like to thank the members of the

British Society of the History of Medicine (BSHM) for

electing me as their President for 2021 – 2023. I am

very aware of what an honour this is and I hope I can

come close to matching the achievements of my

predecessors. I am lucky to have the support of a

great group of officers and editors.

I should like to take this opportunity to acknowledge

the work of Mike Collins in steering the Society

through the difficult times of the pandemic. He never

lost faith in the possibility of holding a Congress in

2021. All those who managed to meet in Sheffield will

acknowledge the excellent meeting Mike organised.

During my Presidential tenure I hope to visit as many

of the affiliate societies and institutions as I can, not

only to advertise the work of BSHM but, more

importantly, to identify how we can better serve as an

umbrella organisation. 

So far, I have visited the Royal Society of Medicine,

the History of Medicine Society of Wales, Osler Club

of London and the West Sussex History of Medicine

Society. All have mostly returned to face-to-face

events, some recorded or offered as real time

transmissions, but are having to build back to pre-

pandemic levels. I have been impressed with the

enthusiasm with which members have attended

events that have provided not only an opportunity to

hear from gifted speakers but also to meet up with

friends and fellow history enthusiasts. Much is down

to the efforts of the society officers. Many societies

managed to hold some virtual meetings during the

more restrictive periods of lockdown and travel

restrictions. Such initiatives as the Royal Society of

Medicine online lectures, as an introduction to the

history of health care, and the Apothecaries History of

Medicine Fellows regular virtual research support

meetings are to be commended. 

A thought for societies’ secretaries: perhaps make

use of the events diary on the BSHM website to

advertise meetings. Hybrid or virtual events would

help those members less able to travel in these

difficult times to pursue their interest in the history of

medicine.

The planning of the Poynter lecture for 2022 and the

Congress to be held in Cardiff in 2023 is going ahead

and members will be kept posted in good time to

make plans.

I wish you all a Happy Christmas and New Year; I

hope 2022 enables us to return to a more traditional

way of engaging with others and pursuing research.
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The biennial Congress gave us a chance to meet up with old friends and
make new ones whilst pursuing our interest in the history of medicine. 

Themes and Keynote lectures included "The Growth of the Sheffield Steel
and Cutlery Industry and the Development of Occupational Diseases" by
John Dornan, "The Dirty, the Idle, the Drunken and the Disorderly: People,
Public Health, Politics and Philanthropy in 19th Century Sheffield", by Chris
Corker, and "Disease, Accident and Disaster in Coal Mines and the Mines
Inspectorate:", by Joan Gaunt. Mark Honigsbaum delivered "Imagining
pandemics now… and then: a century of medical failure", Christine Hallett
spoke on "The Art of Nursing: A History of Contradictions", and Liz
Beckmann "The CT Scanner - one of the greatest medical engineering
developments of the 20th century ". Sean P. F. Hughes delivered "The
Mechanics of Science, how Orthopaedics and Engineering go step in step:"

BSHM Biennial Congress: Sheffield 15 - 18th September 2021

Over 60 short papers and posters on

the themes of the Congress and on a

wide range of general topics in the

history of medicine.

Themes 

and 

Keynotes

 



Congress in Images
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BSHM Social Media

Laura Robson-Mainwaring 

and Lian McCall

BSHM Social Media Editors
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The BSHM welcome our newly appointed treasurer,

Peter Carpenter, retired psychiatrist in Intellectual

Disability in Bristol. He graduated in medicine from

the University of Leicester having been part of the

first intake of medical students there in 1975. He

received his higher training in Bristol where he was

consultant until he retired in 2012. 

He has had a lifelong interest in History, from family

to industrial to psychiatric. He has been treasurer or

finance officer of various organisations including the

Glenside Psychiatric Museum, the Bristol Medico-

Chirurgical Society, the History of Psychiatry Special

Interest Group and has created two Charitable

Incorporated Organisations as well as being secretary

of the Bristol Medico-Historical Society for over 15

years. His main historical interests at present are the

history of psychiatry and intellectual disabilities

around Bristol but continues to be active as chair of

the Neurodevelopmental SIG of the College. 

Peter Carpenter 

M.B., Ch.B., B.Sc.(Med.Sc.) F.R.C.Psych.

Neurodevelopmental SIG of the Royal

College of Psychaitrists

Welcome to the new BSHM Honorary Treasurer

https://en-gb.facebook.com/brithistmed/
https://en-gb.facebook.com/brithistmed/
https://twitter.com/brithistmed?lang=en
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Your blog needs you!
The BSHM blog needs contributors. Blogs offer a way of publishing a

short text on something that interests you or you’ve started researching -

even if you haven’t worked up a fully referenced article or essay. Writing

blogs can be part of your publishing history. You can also make them

more personal or opinionated than a formal article, a way of getting

people thinking. Send your idea or text to the blog editor, Lee Coppack.

She will check editorial changes with the author before publishing. 

Lee Coopack

blogeditor@bshm.org.uk

The BSHM and Book

Review Editor are

grateful to all the book

reviewers for their efforts.

BSHM Book Reviews

Bill Dibb

BSHM Book Review Editor

Guidelines

BSHM |  DECEMBER 2021

BSHM Congress Prizes and Travel Grants 

The Trust supports cash prizes for the best oral and poster presentations by undergraduate students at the

BSHM Congress in Sheffield 15th to 18th September 2021. For registration details and links to the Congress

please the JBT webpage.

The Trust also offers a limited number of small travel grants to enable undergraduate students to participate

in the Congress.

JBTThe John Blair Trust

https://bshm.org.uk/book-reviews/
https://bshm.org.uk/blog/
mailto:lee@coppack.co.uk
mailto:blogeditor@bshm.org.uk
https://bshm.org.uk/book-reviews/guidelines/
https://bshm.org.uk/about-us/john-blair-trust/
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Tovey, Derrick (May 2004). "The Bradford smallpox outbreak in 1962: a personal account". Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine. 97 (5): 244–247.
Pollock, George (30 March 2012). An Epidemiological Odyssey: The Evolution of Communicable Disease Control. Springer Science & Business Media. pp. 53–.
ISBN 978-94-007-3998-7.
"The control of Ebola should draw on the experience of Britain's last smallpox outbreak". Daily Telegraph. 10 October 2014. ISSN 0307-1235. 
^ "Global-first COVID-19 vaccine booster trial launches in Bradford". Bradford Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust. 1 June 2021. Retrieved 20 December
2021.
"COVID-19 vaccination: a guide to booster vaccination for individuals aged 18 years and over and those aged 16 years and over who are at risk". GOV.UK
Smallpox Menace Aka Small Pox (1962) on YouTube
"UK hits 30 million boosters as push continues to Get Boosted Now". GOV.UK. Archived from the original on 24 December 2021. Retrieved 24 December 2021.

References

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Sixty years ago, around Christmas, a nine-year girl

admitted to Bradford Children's hospital with a fever,

became the index case of an outbreak of smallpox in

that city.[1] She had travelled from a city where an

outbreak of smallpox was known about. Flights were

continued as usual and airport surveillance was

tightened only after the first cases were detected. [2]

Owing to the season, social interactions around the

hospital were at a high.[3] Derrick Tovey, pathologist

at St Luke's Hospital in Bradford, recognized the first

cases of smallpox in January 1962 and wrote in his

account "This major task of tracing, vaccinating and

placing under surveillance of all possible contacts

was immediately introduced: 285 000 persons were

vaccinated and well over a thousand contacts were

traced in the first five days after the discovery of the

outbreak."[1] 

BSHM on the Frontline; Great Vaccination Rush

In June 2021, Bradford became the site for the

world's first COVID-19 vaccine booster trial.[4]

Now, as Christmas and the new variant

Omicron are here, people are being offered a

booster dose of COVID-19 vaccine; either the

Pfizer–BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine or half-dose

Moderna.[5] As of 22 December 2021, 30 million

boosters have been administered.[7]

People queue in Bradford to receive smallpox vaccine (1962) [6]

Anjna Harrar
Honorary Secretary BSHMDecember 2021 - COVID-19 booster vaccinations

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1079469
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1079469
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1079469
https://books.google.com/books?id=_y-NTs39QB0C&pg=PA53
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISBN_(identifier)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:BookSources/978-94-007-3998-7
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/letters/11152039/The-control-of-Ebola-should-draw-on-the-experience-of-Britains-last-smallpox-outbreak.html
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/letters/11152039/The-control-of-Ebola-should-draw-on-the-experience-of-Britains-last-smallpox-outbreak.html
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/letters/11152039/The-control-of-Ebola-should-draw-on-the-experience-of-Britains-last-smallpox-outbreak.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISSN_(identifier)
https://www.worldcat.org/issn/0307-1235
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:Whispyhistory/sandbox&action=submit#cite_ref-1
https://www.bradfordhospitals.nhs.uk/world-first-covid-19-vaccine-booster-study-launches-in-uk/
https://www.bradfordhospitals.nhs.uk/world-first-covid-19-vaccine-booster-study-launches-in-uk/
https://www.bradfordhospitals.nhs.uk/world-first-covid-19-vaccine-booster-study-launches-in-uk/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-vaccination-booster-dose-resources/covid-19-vaccination-a-guide-to-booster-vaccination-for-individuals-aged-18-years-and-over
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-vaccination-booster-dose-resources/covid-19-vaccination-a-guide-to-booster-vaccination-for-individuals-aged-18-years-and-over
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-vaccination-booster-dose-resources/covid-19-vaccination-a-guide-to-booster-vaccination-for-individuals-aged-18-years-and-over
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hhj3HJIp8jQ
https://web.archive.org/web/20211224033031/https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-hits-30-million-boosters-as-push-continues-to-get-boosted-now
https://web.archive.org/web/20211224033031/https:/www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-hits-30-million-boosters-as-push-continues-to-get-boosted-now
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-hits-30-million-boosters-as-push-continues-to-get-boosted-now
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-hits-30-million-boosters-as-push-continues-to-get-boosted-now
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St_Luke%27s_Hospital,_Bradford
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bradford
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During my fourth year of study at Brighton &

Sussex Medical School I took the opportunity to

undertake a research project in the history of

medicine which was supervised by Dr Max

Cooper, Senior Lecturer in General Practice.

Given both the historical context we currently

live in and my interest in local history, I decided

to embark on a project looking at Brighton’s

experience of its last major pandemic, Spanish

Influenza. My initial reading on such a large

topic area allowed me to focus my project down

and I eventually wrote the first comprehensive

biographical account of Brighton’s medical

officer of health (MOH) during the 1918-19

pandemic. 

Writing in the form of biography was a new

experience for me entirely and it greatly

enhanced my ability to interpret both primary

and secondary sources to reach a conclusion on

Forbes’ legacy. 

I then presented my project at the British

Society for the History of Medicine’s 2021

Biennial Congress in Sheffield. The society was

incredibly accommodating for undergraduate

students and provided a generous travel grant

to enable me to attend. I went on to win the

John Blair Trust’s “Highly Commended” prize for

my oral presentation. I enjoyed both presenting

and attending the conference and would advise

any other undergraduate medical students with

an interest in the history of medicine to do the

same. 

Medical Students at the BSHM

Thomas Khan-White
Final year medical student
Brighton and Sussex Medical School

Thomas was one of several award-winning students at the
Congress in Sheffield

References:

What does the biography of Duncan Forbes MBE (1873-1941), Medical Officer of Health for Brighton (1908- 1938), reveal about managing a
pandemic? Mr. Thomas Khan-White, Dr. Maxwell Cooper, Dr. Benjamin Whiston
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This was my first event with thousands of people

attending since the start of the pandemic and I

felt some similar feelings to when I had attended

the congress in Sheffield a few weeks before. This

too was the first time I’d been back in a lecture

theatre or university building for quite some time.

It felt so nice to sit in person and listen to people

giving informative, enjoyable, and sometimes

hilarious talks. I think what has felt like doing a

medical degree on Zoom, made me realise how

much I missed the simple act of sitting in an

uncomfortable seat that is far too small to sit in.

You read correctly, a medical student admitted to

missing the feeling of being in a lecture theatre,

they’ve obviously made things too easy for my

generation! 

Clearly there are some differences between the

two events but on both occasions, I got a sense

that everyone was so happy to be doing things

that they had previously taken for granted. Whilst

there was a lot more hand sanitiser on display

and perhaps fewer sweet treats being handed

out, I didn’t feel any of the restrictions

substantially affected what I think will be one of

the best things I have done in my life. 

Danial Rostami-Hochaghan 
Medical Student at Liverpool University 

Currently intercalating in Translational

Neuroscience MSc at Sheffield University 

On the third of October this year I ran the London

Marathon in memory of my friend Aryan to keep

his brilliant legacy going. He was a funny,

immensely intelligent, and generous person who

tragically took his own life 4 years ago. 

After years of delays due to Covid-19 as well as

having to undergo meniscal surgery twice, I was

seriously starting to doubt if this day would ever

come. As someone attempting a marathon for

the first time, I was overwhelmed by the

atmosphere in the capital. Having strangers

cheering you on, in London of all places, gave me

such a powerful sense of community, something

that I found had been lacking during the past

eighteen months.

The London Marathon
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Many historians enjoy studying the development of

the medical and dental professions and their

professional homes. Dentistry was in the wilderness

until 1860 when the Royal College of Surgeons of

England (RCS) was authorized to award the first

dental qualification, the Licence in Dental Surgery

(LDS). The Colleges in Edinburgh, Glasgow and

Ireland were not able to follow until the first Dentists

Act in 1878 which allowed them to award their own

Licentiate the following year. This resulted in certain

members of the profession developing strong

attachments to their respective Colleges. It was not

until 1906 though that the Universities started

giving degrees in dentistry, when Birmingham was

the first to award the Bachelor of Dental Surgery

(BDS). In 1947, the RCS England strengthened its

influence in dentistry by establishing the Faculty of

Dental Surgery. It also a awarded a Fellowship in

Dental Surgery, (FDSRCS), emulating the FRCS in

surgery. The FDSRCS though was controlled by

hospital and specialist dentists which infuriated

many general dental practitioners (GDPs).

Later, GDPs were active in persuading all of the

Royal Colleges to establish a Joint Committee and

then a Faculty of General Dental Practitioners which

represented the whole of the UK. These institutions

included other members of the dental team, such

as dental hygienists. Although representing all the

Colleges, the Faculty was based in the RCS England,

alongside the original Faculty of Dental Surgery.

This led to many GDPs becoming suspicious that

the Faculty of Dental Surgery was continuing to

have greater influence than their Faculty of General

Dental Practitioners, even though their numbers

were far greater. Over time there were efforts to

merge the two faculties of the English College but

many GDPs resisted this move, not wanting to be

under the control of hospital consultants and

specialists. 

However, the situation has now changed. In July

2021, a new College of General Dentistry (CGDent),

came into being, and is based in City Road London.

The Faculty of General Dental Practitioners left the

RCS and the Dean of the old Faculty, Abhi Pal,

became President of the CGDent. This new college

is now home to both GDP’s and allied dental

professionals such as hygienists, nurses and

technicians, as well as consultants and specialists.

It will be interesting to see how the dental faculties

in England, Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Ireland

respond to this new institution which is likely to be

one of the largest UK Colleges and will hopefully

soon become a Royal College.

Stanley Gelbier
Professor and Head of the Unit for the History of

Dentistry, KCL

Member Lindsay Society for the History of Dentistry
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History of Medicine Society

The first meeting of the new session of the RSM

History of Medicine Society, took place on

Wednesday 27 October 2021. The topic The Art of

Anatomy was delivered in person and online. The

speakers were Professor Michael Farthing, an

academic gastroenterologist and his brother

Professor Stephen Farthing RA and painter, who

delivered his talk online from Tunisia. 

Thanks to the expertise of the RSM technical

department the interaction with the speakers was

flawless. Their new book Leonardo da Vinci Under

the Skin, which has received excellent reviews was

the basis of their lecture. The meeting was further

complemented by Professor Francis Wells from

Papworth, Cambridge who produced an extremely

well-illustrated lecture on Leonardo’s cardiac

drawings and used modern imaging to explain

Leonardo’s findings.

The meeting was a remarkable success delivered

by three outstanding speakers and augers well for

the rest of the 2021-22 programme. The week

before the lecture series on the History of Medicine

started with 65 attendees online and this exciting

new programme is now running monthly over the

next year.

Professors Francis Wells (left) and Michael Farthing (right)

The First Sarah Hughes Trust Lecture

The first Sarah Hughes Trust Lecture was delivered

by Jed Mercurio in conversion with Victoria

MacDonald, on 3 December 2021 at the Royal

Society of Medicine. This was an outstanding

meeting in front of a live audience of over 130

delegates and followed by many others online

The Art of Anatomy 

Francis Wells

The President of the RSM, Professor Roger Kirby

delivered a beautiful tribute to Sarah. Jed Mercurio

emphasised Sarah’s contribution to truth and

integrity in journalism, while providing clips from

his In the Line of Duty series to illustrate his

reasoning Victoria MacDonald ensured there was a

lively discussion from both the audience and online. 

Professor Sean Hughes (left), Jed Mercurio and Victoria

MacDonald (right)
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Professor 

Sean P. F. Hughes 

President HoMS 

2021 - 2022

The History of the Orthopaedic Department of
The Middlesex Hospital

The Trust has now established this lecture to be

held annually around November/December and

organised by the History of Medicine Society of the

RSM. Other activities by the Sarah Hughes Trust

include a prize for Journalists and Healthcare

Practitioners in conjunction with the Association

of Medical Journalists promoting the integrity of

journalism and the winners will present at the

annual lecture. The Trust will also sponsor an

internship for aspiring journalists at The Guardian

and The Observer.

This meeting brought together many ex-Middlesex

Hospital men and women to commemorate a

thriving and active department that closed in 2005.

The meeting was opened by the President of the

RSM, Roger Kirby, an ex-Middlesex man, who

reviewed the development of the hospital. Papers

were delivered on the history of the Orthopaedic

Department where there were important

innovations. Blundell Bankert who developed

shoulder surgery. Philip Wiles, the first surgeon in

the world to undertake a total hip replacement. 

The next meeting of The History of Medicine

Society on the 16 February 2022 which will discuss

the effect of medical training on the poets John

Keats and Samuel Taylor Coleridge. Nicholas Roe

professor of English literature at St Andrews

University, the renowned Keats scholar whose

book on John Keats is internationally acclaimed,

will examine John Keats and medicine. Neil Vickers

professor of English literature and Health

Humanities at Kings College London who has

written a book on Coleridge and the Doctors, will

explore the effect medicine had on Coleridge.

Poets in Medicine

The meeting concluded with a fascinating paper in

the treatment of Winston Churchill’s hip fracture at

The Middlesex.

Ní bheidh do leithéid arís

ann

We will never see the likes

of you again.

 

28 November 1972 

– 5 April 2021

 

Two of the great orthopaedic surgeons at The Middlesex, 
Phillip Newman (left) and Sir Rodney Sweetnam (right)

https://www.rsm.ac.uk/events/history-of-medicine/2021-22/hsq53/
https://www.rsm.ac.uk/events/history-of-medicine/2021-22/hsq03/
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On 9 September 2021, Dr Werner Bauer, from the

Faculty of Medicine of the University of Zurich,

was presented with membership to the Osler

Club of London, at his retirement event, where he

was gifted the Osler tie by his department. 

The tie has a background of Oxford blue to

denote Osler’s time in Oxford as Regius Professor

from 1905 –1919. Here the arms are featured

without the crest. The word Aequanimitas is one

of his most famous essays, delivered to new

doctors in 1889 as his farewell address at the

Pennsylvania School of Medicine, prior to

transferring to Johns Hopkins. 
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The Tale of One Tie

The barry wavy is the blue and white wavy bars,

representing water. It appears on the arms of the

City of Oxford, and may be a reference to Osler's

Oxford association. 

The three pilchards have their heads upwards,

and are surrounded by eight gold discs. The

latchkeys remind us of the keys to his library

which Osler gave to his junior colleagues so that

they could access the books therein when he was

not at home. These arms are now extinct since

Osler left no living male heir. By using them for

the tie produced in the 1990s, the Club kept this

in memory.

Ruth Ward and Anjna Harrar (The Osler Club of

London)

It may equally represent the Atlantic Ocean

which divided his two countries of residence,

England and the United States, or possibly the

river Fal. Osler's family came from Falmouth, and

the pilchard is a type of herring fish found mainly

off the coasts of Devon and Cornwall. Osler

himself enjoyed fishing. 

Dr Werner Bauer
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In 1887, a young Indian arrived at Queen Victoria’s court for her Golden Jubilee

to serve at table. Within a year the tall, handsome Abdul Karim was promoted

to the role of her Munshi, or teacher and became her Indian secretary. 

The relationship between the elderly queen and her Indian servant caused a

storm in court, recorded faithfully by her Royal physician, Sir James Reid, who

was often caught at the centre of it. Karim taught the Queen Hindustani,

cooked her curries and inspired the creation of the Durbar Hall in Osborne

House. It incensed the Royal Household who resented Karim’s closeness to

the Queen.

Shrabani Basu had full access to Queen Victoria’s Journals at Windsor Castle

as well as her Hindustani Journals, which have never been published. She

travelled to visit the descendants of Sir James Reid in Jedburgh in Scotland,

and read his diaries and journals. In Karachi, she tracked the diary of Abdul

Karim which had not been opened for over a hundred years.

On Thursday 

20 January 2022 7pm
The Osler  Club of  London presents

'Munshimania ' :  
Queen Victor ia ,  

Abdul  Kar im and the 
Royal  Physic ian

 
This will be delivered by Sharbani Basu, 

 journalist and Sunday Times best-selling
author.  

 
To attend, please contact Richard Osborn 

richard.osborn@cheerful.com

Anjna Harrar

President, Osler Club of London
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Shrabani Basu

The talk will focus on the unique relationship of Queen Victoria
and Abdul Karim and take a look at the plots and intrigues in
the court to discredit him as well as the key role played her
doctor, Sir James Reid.

http://www.osler.org.uk/
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'Friends of Millbank extend an open invitation to all BSHM members and readers of this newsletter to attend our

talks; registration via our website. You are also welcome to explore our medical history resources, visit

"FRIENDS OF MILLBANK"' 

Friends of Millbank

https://www.sciencemuseumgroup.org.uk/project/collecting-covid-19/
https://www.sciencemuseumgroup.org.uk/blog/covid-vaccine-to-go-on-display/
https://www.friendsofmillbank.org/books/
http://www.friendsofmillbank.org/


Monday 17th January – Hunterian Oration
Council Meeting 6.00pm

Medical Society of London, 11 Chandos Street, W1G 9EB Professor Sir
Mark Walport FRS FMedSci HonFRSE The Scottish Enlightenment

meets Technology
 

For further events please see the programme 
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AWARD

• The Prize is awarded annually for the best essay that connects contemporary medical or

veterinary practice and knowledge to 18th and 19th century medicine/comparative

anatomy/evolutionary biology in Britain, with particular relevance to the work and legacy of

John Hunter. 

• The successful applicant will receive £500 and free Fellowship of the Hunterian Society for

five years.

• All shortlisted applicants will be awarded free Fellowship of the Hunterian Society for one

year.

Note:

• The essay should be an original work of up to 2000 words, excluding references and illustrations.

• Closing date for submission is 31st August 2022. Application details

19

The Hunterian Society Prize

The Hunterian Society Prize offers the opportunity to present at a meeting of the Hunterian Society and add to

one's Curriculum Vitae. 

Courses and prizes

BSHM |  DECEMBER 2021
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https://www.apothecaries.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Faculty-Prog-Flier-2021-22_Vs2.pdf
https://www.hunteriansociety.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/2021-2022-programme.pdf
https://www.hunteriansociety.org.uk/awards/
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Mike Davidson
President 

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year

Anjna Harrar
Honorary Secretary

Edward Wawrzynczak
Vice President

The British Society for the History of Medicine (BSHM) and its officers
are not responsible for the views and opinions expressed by
contributors to this Newsletter

To contribute, please contact the Secretary 

Peter Carpenter
Honorary Treasurer

https://en-gb.facebook.com/brithistmed/
https://en-gb.facebook.com/brithistmed/
https://www.facebook.com/brithistmed/
https://twitter.com/brithistmed?lang=en

